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Brandon Weigle, Superintendent for the Fort Indiantown Gap Police Station 
project, has passed his first big OSHA visit with zero violations. 

Well done, Brandon!
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OSHA INSPECTION
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FREDERICK, MARYLAND RUTTER'S 

eciConstruction built this new, 

$5.1 million Rutter’s gas station in 

Frederick, Maryland. In addition to 

the standard Rutter’s store features 

such as a made-to-order food 

counter and beer cave, this location 

includes truck-accessible pumps and 

parking. eciConstruction is currently 

working on two more Rutter’s 

locations in Emittsburg, Maryland, 

and Bedford, Pennsylvania.
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GREENCASTLE WALMART WAREHOUSE

Midstate Mechanical & Electrical is an 

electrical subcontractor for Gettle Electric on 

this automated storage and sorting warehouse 

built for Walmart by Clayco Construction. 

 

The building is approximately 1.5 million 

square feet with an additional 1 million square 

feet of mezzaine space. Midstate Mechanical 

& Electrical's porition of the electrical contract 

include lights and electrical outlets for around 

100,000 square feet of office spaces, including 

more than 20 offices,  6 training/break rooms, 

2 guard shacks, an engineering suite, and site 

lighting.  That totals about 2,000 outlets, 350 

light fixtures, 103 street lights, and 33 electrical 

panels, as well as a full fire alarm system.  

 

Jerry Huber is the Project Manager for this 

contract. Scott Klinger is the Superintendent 

for the office build-out,  Dustin Thomas is the 

Superintendent for the site lighting, and Gary 

Lauer is the Superintendent for the fire alarm 

system installation. 
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SPRINGETTSBURY TOWNSHIP

Midstate Mechanical & Electrical 

is the electrical contractor for the 

Springettsbury Township project. The 

project consists of emptying the existing 

township building and expanding upon 

it. Once the building is complete, the 

former police station will be demolished 

to expand their parking lot. Midstate 

Mechanical & Electrical is installing 

electrical service, a generator, fire alarm 

system, interior electrical, security/

access control systems, and parking lot 

lighting. The Superintendent of the 

project is Will Powers and the Project 

Manager is Jerry Huber. 
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Remember, eciGroup is always 
looking for ways to improve! 
You can head out to our website 
and submit your comments or 
suggestions in the form at: 

http://www.ecigroup.us/Contact

SUGGESTIONS

124 West Church Street Dillsburg, PA 17019

(717) 638-2000

ecigroup.us 

http://www.ecigroup.us/Contact 

